EXERCISE
SCHOOL OF ENGLISH

Uses Words that change by location

nn Fill in the blank using either the correct phrasal verb or a synonym.
Q1. Paul, I want you to .......................................................................................................... home immediately. I need you here.
Q2. If I want to leave a building from the third floor, I must ....................................................................................... the stairs to
the ground floor.

Q3. You really need to ........................................................................ Australia. It is a lovely country.
Q4. I always ........................................................................ a pen with me to school.
Q5. I need to .................................................................. the hospital because I am not feeling well.
..................................................................................................................................

out of the tree

because it was too high.

Q7. George needed to ...................................................................................................... to the supermarket as he had forgotten
something.

Q8. Sidney was thinking about .................................................................................... some food to the picnic.
Q9. If you want me to I can .................................................................. you a coffee.
Q10. John was .................................................................................................................................. Madrid by train after a weeks holiday there.
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Q6. My mother would always tell me to

EXERCISE
SCHOOL OF ENGLISH

Uses Words that change by location

ANSWERS
A1. Paul, I want you to come back/return home immediately. I need you here.
A2. If I want to leave a building from the third floor, I must go down/descend the stairs to the
ground floor.

A3. You really need to go to/visit Australia. It is a lovely country.
A4. I always bring a pen with me to school.

A6. My mother would always tell me to come down/descend from out of the tree because it
was too high.

A7. George needed to go back/return to the supermarket as he had forgotten something.
A8. Sidney was thinking about taking some food to the picnic.
A9. If you want me to I can bring you a coffee.
A10. John was coming back from/returning from Madrid by train after a weeks holiday there.
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A5. I need to go to the hospital because I am not feeling well.

